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Summary
The water shop, an important part of the traditional Chinese urban water supply, played a crucial role in imperial and early modern Tianjin. To most citizens, carrying water on a daily basis was a tough task, which is a significant reason for the emergence of water-selling services. In the early modern period, the traditional water shop developed into a part of the tap-water selling system. The water shop in Tianjin existed until the early 1980s, when every household became connected to the tap-water system.

The city of Tianjin was one of China’s treaty ports with foreign concessions in the second half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. Located on the China Sea and 75 miles from the inland capital of Beijing, Tianjin had around 200,000 residents in 1900, and all of them needed fresh water. The city solved this problem by turning to local water entrepreneurs, before eventually creating a public water supply system.

A British traveler and author who visited Tianjin in 1858, Laurence Oliphant, noted that the most common commodities sold on the street were water and firewood. Water selling had long been one of the most common businesses in Tianjin, and was also one of the oldest, dating back to 1404 when the city was officially founded. Tianjin suffered from a brackish water problem due to its high underground water level and seawater mixing with its rivers. Back in the eighteenth century, most of the city’s old wells that had offered potable water failed, such that the main supply had to come from a single stretch of the Southern Canal (南运河), which lay to the north, outside the city walls. For those who lived far from that source, the most convenient way to get fresh drinking water was to buy it daily from water shops.
Shopkeepers hired water carriers to transport water from the bank of the Southern Canal to their shops. A folk poem, *The Zhu Zhi Poem of Tianjin* (津门竹枝词), depicted men carrying water in buckets suspended from shoulder poles or in wheelbarrows, racing along a road that was slippery from recent rain.

When Tianjin was opened as a treaty port in 1860, it was also forced to embark on a path of modernization, including introducing a modern system of water supply and sanitation. But for many decades the old water shops survived the trend toward modernization and entered a new stage of development at a time when most traditional businesses were disappearing. They endured as the principal source of potable water well into the twentieth century, until a system of pipelines was completed. Even then, water shops could—and did—apply to construct a branch pipeline leading to an individual shop. The shop’s faucet thus became like a water well located inside the water shop, offering a steady supply of fresh water. Despite infrastructure changes, the old waterselling mode persisted.
The typical water shop was sited on a back street and only had one or two workers. Two kinds of water were sold in the shop: raw water and boiled water. The boiled water was divided into three temperature types: boiling hot, warm, and cold (or cooled) water. There were usually three or four large woks filled with each type. A customer would specify how they wanted to use the water—for example, “water for face washing”—and then the seller would mix water from different woks to meet the customer’s need. Boiling water had to be hot enough to make tea or egg soup. When a customer brought a teapot to fill with hot water, the shop worker would raise high a shiny white iron dipper and let the water cascade into the teapot, saturating the tea leaves inside and filling the air with fragrance. While doing this, they were also showing the customer how good their hot water was.
The water shops and their methods of selling became a large part of local culture and tradition. Old Tianjiners were used to going out early each morning to buy a kettle of hot water. Rich families would pay the water shop to deliver hot water directly to their houses, conspicuously showing off their high status, but the common people had to fetch their own.

The water shop saved its customers the cost of fuelwood or coal for heating water. Urban dwellers would create a cooking fire in their houses three times a day to prepare their meals. When they needed warm water between meals, they would go to the water shop instead of lighting their own hearth fire an additional time.

In Shanghai, a similar system of water shops operated: they were known as Laohu Zao (老虎灶, tiger hearth). The name came from the formidable shape formed by the shop’s two-burner stove and chimney. The technology resembled Tianjin’s heating apparatus. For over one hundred years it existed in South China, right up to the Republic era, providing an efficient, energy-saving form of centralized water heating.
Even as new water pipelines began appearing in Tianjin, the number of water shops kept on increasing, not fading away. As late as 1948, the Tianjin city government counted 488 water shops, supplying a population of 1.9 million (today, the population of the city is approaching 19 million). Water shops continued to help solve the water supply problem and to improve sanitary conditions in the growing city.

By concentrating water heating in a few places the shops saved energy, as well as offering a more convenient water service. It was not until the 1970s and 1980s, when a completed network of pipes brought water to every household, that the shops disappeared.
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